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ABOUT US 
 
Our history 
We began our activity after 10 years of experience in the digital impression business, choosing to open our 
own office on March 2014. Allied to our professionalism, passion for colors and motivation, we work each 
client with one single goal: add value to his work! 
Nowadays, we have the privilege to assist and create value on thousand of clients who search our services 
every month. 
 
Name and brand 
COPINOW is a registered brand and results from a mix of the words “COPI” (COPY) and “NOW” evidencing the 
quickness of our attendance. 
 
Mission 
COPINOW is a digital print center and graphic design where you can find the most several options and 
proposals to follow your company’s communication strategies or any other specific work. 
 
Vision 
We want to implement ideas, inspire companies and common people and become a reference company in the 
digital print business, graphic design and inner decoration.  
 
Values 
The work values, the creativity, innovation and the competence ones find in COPINOW a propitious 
environment to their strengthening and development.   
 
We promote a sustainable development of our organization through a transparent conduct, social and 
ethically responsible. We focus our management in structured processes contributing for the development of 
competitive advantages compared to the market. 
We implement healthy environmental practices, reducing the negative effects of our business and ensuring 
the recycling of all ours wastes. 
 
We also promote a transparent relationship with our partners through commitment to timely payment to 
suppliers, making COPINOW active part of the social responsibility movement in promoting prompt payment 
culture and competitiveness of the Portuguese economy. 
  
Co-workers 
We believe in the work of our employees and we take pride in respect and added value they add to our 
activity. We are focused on our mission and, as such, we invest in internal training programs and create 
partnerships so we can obtain more technical knowledge. 
 


